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Abstract: Convertible authenticated encryption (CAE) scheme with hierarchical access control has crucial benefits to the transmission
of digital evidence. Such a scheme allows a judicial policeman to generate an authenticated ciphertext and only a designated investigator
of Investigation of Bureau, Ministry of Justice (MJIB) has the ability to decrypt the ciphertext and verify the corresponding signature.
The designated investigator can further convert the ciphertext into an ordinary signature and give it to a judge or a prosecutor for the
litigation process. A senior manager of MJIB also has the right to take overeither one or all ciphertext, i.e., digital evidence, intended for
his subordinate. The underlying security assumption of our proposed scheme is based on the bilinear Diffie-Hellman problem (BDHP).
We prove that the proposed scheme achieves the security requirementof confidentiality against indistinguishability under adaptive
chosen-ciphertext attacks (IND-CCA2) and that of unforgeability against existential forgery under adaptive chosen-message attacks
(EF-CMA) in the random oracle model. Compared with related works, the proposed scheme not only provides better functionalities,
but also has provable security.
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1 Introduction

In 1976, Diffie and Hellman [3] introduced the first public
cryptosystem in which everyone owns a self-chosen
private key and the corresponding public one. It is
computationally infeasible to derive the private key from
its public one due to the intractability of solving the
discrete logarithm problem (DLP). By encrypting
messages with the recipient’s public key, a sender can
ensure that only the one who has the corresponding
private key can decrypt the ciphertext, as so to fulfill the
security requirement of confidentiality. Digital signature
[4, 14] is another commonly used mechanism in a
digitalized world, which could be regarded as a
replacement for hand-written signature. Any signer can
not deny his generated signature later, which is referred to
as no-repudiation [15].

For facilitating more and more diversified applications
such as credit card transactions, contract signings and
on-line auctions, in 1994, Horsteret al. [5] proposed a
so-called authenticated encryption (AE) scheme which
could simultaneously satisfy the properties of
confidentiality [6,9,10] and authenticity [11,13,18]. In an

AE scheme, a signer can generate an authenticated
ciphertext such that only the designated recipient is
capable of decrypting the ciphertext and then verifying
the signature. However, a later dispute might occur if a
dishonest signer repudiates his generated ciphertext. In
1999, Araki et al. [1] proposed a convertible limited
verifier signature scheme to deal with the repudiation
dispute. Yet, their arbitration mechanism needs the
assistance of original signer to complete, which means
that if the dishonest signer is not willing to cooperate
with, the mechanism is unworkable. Additionally, Zhang
and Kim [23] also found out that Arakiet al.’s scheme is
vulnerable to a universal forgery attack on an arbitrary
chosen message.

A convertible authenticated encryption (CAE) scheme
was first proposed by Wu and Hsu [19] in 2002, which
preserves the merits of AE scheme and Arakiet al.’s one.
In case of a later dispute over repudiation, the designated
recipient has the ability to solely convert the ciphertext
into an ordinary signature for public verification. Huang
and Chang [7] also proposed a CAE scheme with lower
computational costs. However, Lvet al. [12] pointed out
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that neither the Wu-Hsu nor the Huang-Chang schemes
achieve the semantic security, i.e., the ciphertext is
computationally distinguishable with respect to two
candidate plaintexts. In 2005, Yang [21] presented formal
proofs for CAE scheme. In 2008, Chien [2] proposed a
selectively CAE scheme allowing either the signer or the
designated recipient to perform the signature conversion.
In 2009, Leeet al. [16] addressed a CAE scheme based
on the ElGamal cryptosystem. Wu and Lin [20] also
presented a CAE scheme based on RSA cryptosystem
recently.

Considering the application of computer forensics
[22], in this paper, we propose a novel CAE scheme with
hierarchical access control. In the proposed scheme, a
judicial policeman generates an authenticated ciphertext
for his collected digital evidence and then delivers it to a
designated investigator of Investigation of Bureau,
Ministry of Justice (MJIB). The investigator can further
convert the ciphertext into an ordinary signature and give
it to a judge or a prosecutor for the litigation process. A
senior manager of MJIB also has the right to take over
either one or all ciphertext, i.e., digital evidence, intended
for his subordinate when the designated investigator
resigns or just for a routine inspection.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 states some preliminaries. We introduce the proposed
scheme in Section 3. The security proofs and some
comparisons are detailed in Section 4. Finally, a
conclusion is made in Section 5.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we first briefly review security notions and
the computational assumption with respect to the
proposed scheme.

Bilinear Pairing
Let (G1,+) and(G2,×) be groups of the same prime

order q and e : G1 × G1 → G2 a bilinear map which
satisfies the following properties:
(i) Bilinearity:

e(P1 + P2, Q) = e(P1, Q)e(P2, Q);
e(P,Q1 +Q2) = e(P,Q1)e(P,Q2);

(ii) Non-degeneracy:
If P is a generator ofG1, thene(P, P ) is a generator

of G2.
(iii) Computability:

Given P,Q ∈ G1, the value ofe(P,Q) can be
efficiently computed by a polynomial-time algorithm.

Bilinear Diffie-Hellman Problem; BDHP
Given an instance(P,A,B,C) ∈ G4

1 whereP is a
generator,A = aP , B = bP andC = cP for somea, b, c
∈ Z∗

q , to computee(P, P )abc ∈ G2.

Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (BDH) Assumption

For every probabilistic polynomial-time algorithmA,
every positive polynomialQ(·) and all sufficiently largek,
the algorithmA can solve the BDHP with the advantage
at most1/Q(k), i.e.,

Pr[A(P , aP , bP , cP ) = e(P, P )abc; a, b, c← Z∗

q ,
P , aP , bP , cP ← G1] ≤ 1/Q(k).

The probability is taken over the uniformly and
independently chosen instance and over the random
choices ofA.

3 The Proposed Scheme

In this section, we present our proposed scheme from
bilinear pairings. We first describe composed algorithms
of the proposed scheme and then give a concrete
construction.

3.1 Involved parties

A CAE scheme with hierarchical access control mainly
has two involved parties: a signer and a designated
recipient who belongs to a hierarchical organization
consisting of many security clearances (SC). Each is a
probabilistic polynomial-time Turing machine (PPTM).
The signer can produce an authenticated ciphertext for a
designated recipient inSCj . Then, the designated
recipient decrypts the ciphertext and verifies the
signature. He can also reveal the converted signature for
public verification in case of a later dispute. Any senior
manager inSCi whereSCi ≻ SCj also has the ability to
decrypt the ciphertext intended for a designated recipient
in SCj .

3.2 Algorithms

The proposed CAE scheme consists of the following
algorithms:

Setup(1k): Taking as input1k where k is a security
parameter, the algorithm generates the system’s public
parametersparams.

Reg U(i): The RegU algorithm takes as input an indexi
and then outputs the corresponding private keyxi, public
keyYi and the public key certificateCerti.

SubKey Gen(xAC , IDi, xi, Qi): The SubKeyGen
algorithm takes as input the private keyxAC of authority
center (AC), the identityIDi, the private keyxi, and the
surveillance public keyQi of user Ui. It outputs the
corresponding surveillance parameterSUmsg.

Sign M(m,xs, Yv): The SignM algorithm takes as input
a messagem, the public key Yv of the designated
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recipient and the private keyxs of signer. It generates an
authenticated ciphertextδ

Verify AEC(δ, xv, Ys): The Verify AEC algorithm takes
as input an authenticated ciphertextδ, the private keyxv

of the designated recipient and the public keyYs of
signer. It outputs a messagem and its converted signature
Ω if the authenticated ciphertextδ is valid. Otherwise, the
symbol¶ is returned as a result.

Key Derivation(xAC , xxSU , Dv, fv(c)): The Key
Derivation algorithm takes as input the private keyxAC

of authority center (AC), the surveillance private key
xxSU of senior managerUSU and two surveillance
parameters (Dv, fv(c)). It outputs the private keyxv with
respect to userUv.

M Derivation(xAC , Ys, SPKv, sskv, R, σ, r): The M
Derivation algorithm takes as input the private keyxAC

of authority center (AC), the public keyYs of signer, the
surveillance parameter (SPKv, sskv) and an
authenticated ciphertext (R, σ, r). It outputs the recovered
messagem.

3.3 Concrete Construction

Setup(1k): Taking as input1k, the System Authority
(SA) selects two groups(G1,+) and(G2,×) of the same
prime orderq where |q| = k. Let P be a generator of
orderq overG1, e: G1 ×G1 → G2 a bilinear pairing and
h1: {0, 1}k × G1 → Zq, h2: G1 × G1 × G2 → {0, 1}

k,
h3: G1 → G1 andh4: Zq → Zq collision resistant hash
functions. The algorithm outputs public parameters
params = {G1, G2, q, P , e, h1, h2, h3, h4}.

Reg U(i): On input an indexi, RegU algorithm chooses
a private keyxi ∈ Zq, computes the public keyYi = xiP
and then further generates the public key certificateCerti
by the X.509 standard [8].

SubKey Gen(xAC , IDi, xi, Qi): Let AC associated with
the key pair (xAC , YAC = xACP ) be an authority center
in the hierarchical organization composed of many
security clearances. The diagram of the structure of
security clearances is depicted as Figure 1. Each useri of
the hierarchical organization first generates his
surveillance key pair (xxi ∈ Zq, Qi = xxiP ) and then
sends (IDi, xi, Qi) to AC via a secure channel. Upon
receiving it, the AC choosesdi ∈ Z∗

q , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n
wheren is the number of users in the organization, to
compute

Di = diP, (1)

fi(c) =
∏

j

(c− e(dih4(xAC‖S datai)Qj , diQj))

+xi, (2)

Fig. 1 Diagram of the structure of security clearances

where SCi ≺ SCj and S datai is the surveillance
information such as the distinguishable identifiers of
senior managers, subordinates and surveillance cases.

SPKi = h4(xAC‖S datai)P, (3)

sski = xi − h4(xAC‖S datai)(SPKi.x) modq, (4)

and then outputs surveillance parameterSUmsg =
(SPKi, sski, Di, fi(c)).

Sign M(m, xs, Yv): On input a messagem, the public
key Yv of the designated recipient and the private keyxs

of signer, the algorithm choosest ∈ Z∗

q to compute

R = tP, (5)

σ =
1

xs + h1(m,R)
R, (6)

W = h3(tYv), (7)

Z = e(xsYv,W ), (8)

r = m⊕ h2(R, σ, r), (9)

and then outputs the authenticated ciphertextδ = (R, σ,
r).

Verify AEC(δ, xv, Ys): On input an authenticated
ciphertextδ = (R, σ, r), the private keyxv of designated
recipient and the public keyYs of signer, the algorithm
first computes

W = h3(xvR), (10)

Z = e(xvYs,W ), (11)

to recover the messagem as

m = r ⊕ h2(R, σ, Z), (12)

and then checks the redundancy embedded inm. The
algorithm further verifies the signature by checking if

e(σ, Ys + h1(m,R)P ) = e(R,P ), (13)

If it holds, the messagem and its converted signatureΩ =
(R, σ) is outputted; else, the error symbol¶ is returned as
a result.
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We prove that Eqs. (12) and (13) work correctly. From
the right-hand side of Eq. (12), we have

r ⊕ h2(R, σ, Z)
= r ⊕ h2(R, σ, e(xvYs,W )) (by Eq. (11))
= r ⊕ h2(R, σ, e(xvYs, h3(xvR))) (by Eq. (10))
= r ⊕ h2(R, σ, e(xsYv, h3(tYv))) (by Eq. (7))
= r ⊕ h2(R, σ, Z) (by Eq. (8))
= m (by Eq. (9))

which leads to the left-hand side of Eq. (12).
If an authenticated ciphertext (R, σ, r) is correctly

generated, it will pass the test of Eq. (13). From the
left-hand side of Eq. (13), we have

e(σ, Ys + h1(m,R)P )
= e( 1

xs+h1(m,R)R, Ys + h1(m,R)P ) (by Eq. (6))
= e( 1

xs+h1(m,R)R, (h1(m,R) + xs)P )

= e(R,P )

which leads to the right-hand side of Eq. (13).

Key Derivation(xAC , xxSU , Dv, fv(c)): When a senior
managerUSU wants to take over all ciphertexts intended
for Uv whereSCv ≺ SCSU , USU sends a request to the
AC. After approving the request, the AC computes

ESv = h4(xAC‖S datav)Dv, (14)

and then returnsESv to USU via a secure channel.USU

can deriveUv ’s private key as

xv = fv(e(xxSUESv, xxSUDv)). (15)

M Derivation(xAC , Ys, SPKv, sskv, R, σ, r): When a
senior managerUSU just wants to take over one ciphertext
intended forUv whereSCv ≺ SCSU ,USU sends a request
to the AC. After approving the request, the AC computes

ESv,1 = h4(xAC‖S datav)Ys, (16)

ESv,2 = h4(xAC‖S datav)R, (17)

and then returns (ESv,1, ESv,2) to USU via a secure
channel.USU can further derive

W = h3(sskvR+ (SPKv.x)ESv,2), (18)

Z = e(sskvYs + (SPKv.x)ESv,1,W ), (19)

and then recoverm with Eq. (12).

4 Security proof

In this section, we first state the security model of our
proposed scheme and prove it in the random oracle
model. Then some comparisons to related schemes are
also made.

4.1 Security model

We define two security models for the proposed scheme
in relation to confidentiality and unforgeability as follows:

Definition 1. (Confidentiality) A CAE scheme is said to
achieve the security requirement of confidentiality against
indistinguishability under adaptive chosen-ciphertext
attacks (IND-CCA2) if there is no probabilistic
polynomial-time adversary A with non-negligible
advantage in the following game played with a challenger
B:

Setup: The challengerB first runs the Setup(1k)
algorithm and sends the system’s public parameters
params to the adversaryA.

Phase 1: The adversaryA can issue several kinds of
queries adaptively, i.e., each query might be based on the
result of previous queries:

- RegU query 〈i〉: A makes an RegU query 〈i〉. B
returns the corresponding public keyYi and the public
key certificateCerti toA.

- SignM query〈m, Ys, Yv〉: A makes an SignM query
〈m, Ys, Yv〉. B returns the corresponding authenticated
ciphertextδ toA.

- Verify AEC query〈δ, Ys, Yv〉: A makes a VerifyAEC
query〈δ, Ys, Yv〉. If δ is valid,B returns the recovered
messagem and its converted signatureΩ; else, the error
symbol¶ is outputted as a result.

Challenge:The adversaryA produces two messages,m0

andm1, of the same length. The challengerB flips a coin
λ←− {0, 1} and generates an authenticated ciphertextδ∗

for mλ. The ciphertextδ∗ is then delivered toA as a
target challenge.

Phase 2:The adversaryA can issue new queries as those
in Phase 1 except the VerifyAEC for the target
ciphertext.

Guess:At the end of the game,A outputs a bitλ′. The
adversaryA wins this game ifλ′ = λ. We defineA’s
advantage asAdv(A) = |Pr[λ′ = λ]− 1/2|.

Definition 2. (Unforgeability) A CAE scheme is said to
achieve the security requirement of unforgeability against
existential forgery under adaptive chosen-message attacks
(EF-CMA) if there is no probabilistic polynomial-time
adversary A with non-negligible advantage in the
following game played with a challengerB:

Setup(1k): B first runs the Setup(1k) algorithm and sends
system’s public parametersparams to the adversaryA.

Phase 1:The adversaryA adaptively issues RegU and
Sign M queries as those defined in Phase 1 of Definition
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1.

Forgery: Finally,A produces an authenticated ciphertext
δ∗ for some messagem∗. Note thatδ∗ is not outputted by
the SignM query〈m, Ys, Yv〉. The adversaryA wins if δ∗

is valid.

4.2 Security proofs

We prove that the proposed scheme achieves the
IND-CCA2 and the EF-CMA security in the random
oracle model as Theorems 1 and 2, respectively.

Theorem 1. (Proof of Confidentiality) The proposed
scheme is (t, qh1

, qh2
, qh3

, qh4
, qReg U , qSign M ,

qV erify AEC , ǫ)-secure against indistinguishability under
adaptive chosen-ciphertext attacks (IND-CCA2) in the
random oracle model if there is no probabilistic
polynomial-time adversary that can (t′, ǫ′)-break the
BDHP, where

ǫ′ ≥ (2ǫ− 2−k(qV erify AEC))/(qh2
qh3

),

t′ ≈ t+ tλ(2qV erify AEC).

Here tλ is the time for performing one bilinear pairing
computation.

Proof: Suppose that a probabilistic polynomial-time
adversaryA can (t, qh1

, qh2
, qh3

, qh4
, qReg U , qSign M ,

qV erify AEC , ǫ)-break the proposed scheme with non-
negligible advantage ǫ under the adaptive
chosen-ciphertext attack after running in time at mostt
and asking at mostqhi

hi random oracle (fori = 1 to 4),
qReg U Reg U queries, qSign M Sign M and
qV erify AEC V erify AEC queries. Then we can
construct another algorithmB that (t′, ǫ′)-breaks the
BDHP by takingA as a subroutine. The objective ofB is
to obtaine(P, P )abc by taking (P, aP, bP, cP ) as inputs.
In this proof, B simulates a challenger toA in the
following game.

Setup: The challengerB runs the Setup(1k) algorithm
and sends public parametersparams = {G1, G2, q, P, e}
to the adversaryA.

Phase 1:A issues the following queries adaptively:

- h1 oracle: WhenA makes anh1 oracle of (m, R), B
first searches theh1-list for a matched entry. Otherwise,
B choosesv1 ∈R Zq and adds the entry (m, R, v1) into
h1-list. Finally,B returnsv1 as a result.

- h2 oracle: WhenA makes anh2 oracle of (R, σ, Z), B
first searches theh2-list for a matched entry. Otherwise,
B choosesv2 ∈R {0, 1}k and adds (R, σ, Z, v2) into
h2-list. Finally,B returnsv2 as a result.

- h3 oracle: WhenA makes anh3 oracle of(tYv), B first
searches theh3-list for a matched entry. Otherwise,B
choosesv3 ∈R G1 and adds (tYv, v3) into h3-list.
Finally,B returnsv3 as a result.

- h4 oracle: WhenA makes anh4 oracle ofw, B first
searches theh4-list for a matched entry. Otherwise,B
choosesv4 ∈R Zq and adds the entry (w, v4) into
h4-list. Finally,B returnsv4 as a result.

- RegU query〈i〉: WhenA makes an RegU query〈i〉, B
responds as follows. Ifi = s, B returns (Ys = aP ,
Certs) to A. If i = v, B returs (Yv = bP , Certv) to A.
Otherwise,B runs RegU(i) and then returns (Yi, Certi)
toA.

- SignM query 〈m, Yi, Yj〉: WhenA makes an SignM
query for some messagem with respect to the public
keys (Yi, Yj), B returns SignM(m, xi, Yj) as a result if
Yi 6= aP . WhenYi = aP , B performs the following
steps:
Step 1 Choosed, v1 ∈R Zq andv2 ∈R {0, 1}k;
Step 2 Computeσ = dP , r = m ⊕ v2 andR = d(aP )

+ v1dP ;
Step 3 Add the entry (m, R, v1) into h1-list, i.e.,
defineh1(m,R) = v1;
Step 4 Implicitly define h2(R, σ, Z) = v2 and B
doesn’t knowZ.
The ciphertextδ = (R, σ, r) is then returned toA.

- Verify AEC query 〈δ, Yi, Yj〉: When A makes a
Verify AEC query for some authenticated ciphertextδ =
(R, σ, r) with respect to the public keys (Yi, Yj), B
performs the following steps:
Step 1 Search theh1-list for any matched entry (m∗,

R∗, v∗1) whereR∗ = R;
Step 2 If one satisfiese(σ, Yi + h1(m

∗, R)P ) =
e(R,P ), B outputs (m∗, R, σ); else,B returns the error

symbol¶.

Challenge: A generates two messages,m0 andm1, of
the same length. The challengerB flips a coin
λ ←− {0, 1} and produces an authenticated ciphertextδ∗

for mλ as follows:
Step 1 Choosed, v1 ∈R Zq andv2 ∈R {0, 1}k;
Step 2 Computeσ∗ = dP , r∗ = mλ ⊕ v2 and R∗ =
d(aP ) + v1dP ;
Step 3 Add the entry (mλ, R

∗, v1) into h1-list, i.e.,
defineh1(mλ, R

∗) = v1;
Step 4 Implicitly define h2(R

∗, σ∗, Z∗) = v2 and B
doesn’t knowZ∗.
The ciphertextδ∗ = (R∗, σ∗, r∗) is then delivered toA as
a target challenge.

Phase 2:A makes new queries as those stated in Phase 1
except the VerifyAEC query for the target ciphertextδ∗.
Note that in thej-th h3 oracle query, where 1≤ j ≤ qh3

,
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B directly returnscP .

Analysis of the game:For each SignM query,B always
returns a valid authenticated ciphertext. Hence, the
simulated result of SignM query is computationally
indistinguishable from the one generated by a real
scheme. Consider the simulation of VerifyAEC query.
One can observe that it is possible for a VerifyAEC
query to return the error symbol¶ for a valid ciphertextδ
on condition thatA is able to generateδ without asking
the correspondingh1(m, R) random oracle. Let VLD,
ERR and QH1 separately be the events that a ciphertext
submitted byA is valid, a Verify AEC query finally
returns the error symbol¶ for some valid ciphertext
during the entire simulation game, andA has ever asked
the correspondingh1(m, R) random oracle for his
submitted ciphertext. Then we can express the error
probability of any VerifyAEC query as
Pr[VLD | ¬QH1] ≤ 1/2k. SinceA can make at most
qV erify AEC Verify AEC queries, we can further express
the probability of ERR as

Pr[ERR] ≤ 2−k(qV erify AEC). (20)

In the challenge phase,B has returned a simulated
authenticated ciphertextδ∗ = (R∗, σ∗, r∗) whereh2(R

∗,
σ∗, Z∗) = v2, which implies the shared secretZ∗ is
implicitly defined asZ∗ = e(b(aP ), h3(bR)). Let NA be
the event that the entire simulation game does not abort. It
can be seen that if the adversaryA never makes an
h2(R

∗, σ∗, Z∗) query in Phase 2, denoted by¬QH∗

2, the
entire simulation game could be normally terminated.
When the entire simulation game does not abort,A gains
no advantage in guessingλ due to the randomness of the
output of the random oracle, i.e.,

Pr[λ′ = λ | NA] = 1/2. (21)

Derived from the left-hand side of Eq. (21), we have

Pr[λ′ = λ] = Pr[λ′ = λ | NA]Pr[NA]

+Pr[λ′ = λ | ¬NA]Pr[¬NA]

≤ (1/2)Pr[NA] + Pr[¬NA] (by Eq. (21))

= (1/2)(1− Pr[¬NA]) + Pr[¬NA]

= (1/2) + (1/2)Pr[¬NA]. (22)

On the other hand, we can also derive that

Pr[λ′ = λ] ≥ Pr[λ′ = λ | NA]Pr[NA]

= (1/2)(1− Pr[¬NA])

= (1/2)− (1/2)Pr[¬NA]. (23)

Combining inequalities (22) and (23), we can obtain that

|Pr[λ′ = λ]− 1/2 |≤ (1/2)Pr[¬NA]. (24)

Recall that in Definition 1,A’s advantage is defined as
Adv(A) = |Pr[λ′ = λ] − 1/2|. By assumption,A has
non-negligible probability ǫ to break the proposed

scheme. We therefore have

ǫ = |Pr[λ′ = λ]− 1/2|

≤ (1/2)Pr[¬NA] (byEq.(24))

= (1/2)Pr[QH∗

2 ∨ ERR]

≤ (1/2)(Pr[QH∗

2] + Pr[ERR])

Combining Eq. (20) and rewriting the above inequality, we
have

Pr[QH∗

2] ≥ 2ǫ− Pr[ERR]

≥ 2ǫ− 2−k(qV erify AEC).

As in thej-th h3 oracle query, wherej ≤ qh3
, B directly

returnscP , if the event QH∗2 happens, we claim that the
valueZ∗ = e(b(aP ), cP ) will be stored in some entry of
theh2-list. Hence,B will has non-negligible probability

ǫ′ ≥ (2ǫ− 2−k(qV erify AEC))/(qh2
qh3

)

to solve the BDHP. The computational time required forB
is t′ ≈ t+ tλ(2qV erify AEC).

Q.E.D.

Theorem 2. (Proof of Unforgeability) The proposed
scheme is (t, qh1

, qh2
, qh3

, qh4
, qReg U , qSign M ,

ǫ)-secure against existential forgery under adaptive
chosen-message attacks (EF-CMA) in the random oracle
model if there is no probabilistic polynomial-time
adversary that can (t′, ǫ′)-break the BDHP problem,
where

ǫ′ ≥ (ǫ− 2−k)/(qh2
qh3

),

t′ ≈ t.

Proof: Suppose that a probabilistic polynomial-time
adversaryA can (t, qh1

, qh2
, qh3

, qh4
, qReg U , qSign M ,

ǫ)-break the proposed scheme with non-negligible
advantageǫ under the adaptive chosen-message attack
after running in time at mostt and asking at mostqhi

hi

random oracle (fori = 1 to 4),qReg U RegU queries and
qSign M Sign M queries. Then we can construct another
algorithemB that(t′, ǫ′)-breaks the BDHP by takingA as
a subroutine. The objective ofB is to obtaine(P, P )abc

by taking (P , aP , bP , cP ) as inputs. In this proof,B
simulates a challenger toA in the following game.

Setup: The challengerB runs the Setup(1k) algorithm
and sends public parametersparams = {G1, G2, q, P , e}
to the adversaryA.

Phase 1:A adaptively askshi random oracle (fori = 1 to
4), RegU and SignM queries as those defined in
Theorem 1. Note that in thej-th h3 oracle query, where
1 ≤ j ≤ qh3

, B directly returnscP .

Forgery: A outputs a forged authenticated ciphertextδ∗

= (R∗, σ∗, γ∗) for his arbitrarily chosen messagem∗. If
δ∗ is valid,A wins the game.

c© 2014 NSP
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Analysis of the game:For each random oracle query,B
returns with a computationally indistinguishable value
without collision. The simulation of SignM query could
be regarded as perfect, as it always outputs a valid
ciphertext without being accidentally terminated. Let
VLD and QH2 separately be the events that the ciphertext
δ∗ forged by A is valid and A has ever asks the
correspondingh2 random oracle. The probability thatA
can guess the correct random value without querying the
random oracle is not greater than2−k. Since A has
non-negligible advantageǫ to break the proposed scheme
under adaptive chosen-message attacks, we can derive

ǫ = Pr[VLD ]

≤ Pr[VLD | QH2] + Pr[AC-V | ¬QH2]

≤ Pr[VLD | QH2] + 2−k.

Writing the above inequality, we can also obtain

Pr[VLD | QH2] ≥ ǫ− 2−k.

Seeing that in thej-th h3 random oracle, the challengerB
directly returnedcP as the result, we claim that when the
event (VLD | QH2) occurs,B would have the probability
of (qh2

q−1
h3

) to outputZ = e(P, P )abc from some entry of
theh2-list. Therefore, we can express the probability ofB
to solve the BDHP asǫ′ ≥ (ǫ−2−k)/(qh2

qh3
). The running

time required forB is t′ ≈ t.

Q.E.D.

According to Theorem 2, the proposed CAE scheme
is secure against existential forgery attacks. That is, the
signing key can not be forged and the signer can not
repudiate having generated his authenticated ciphertext.
Hence, we obtain the following corollary.

Corollary 1. The proposed CAE scheme satisfies the
security requirement of non-repudiation.

4.3 Comparisons

We compare the proposed scheme with some previous
ones including Arakiet al.’s (AUI for short) [1], Sekhar’s
(Sek for short) [17], the Wu-Hsu (WH for short) [19], Lee
et al.’s (LHT for short) [16], Chien’s (Chi for short) [2]
and the Wu-Lin (WL for short) [20] schemes. Detailed
comparisons in terms of functionalities and security are
demonstrated as Table 1. From this table, it can be seen
that the proposed scheme not only provides better
functionalities, but also has provable security.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a novel CAE scheme with
hierarchical access control from bilinear pairings. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first CAE scheme
combining with hierarchical access control and has

Table 1 Comparisons in terms of functionalities and security
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
XX

Item
Scheme AUI

Sek
WH LHT

Chi
WL

Ours

Hierarchical
architecture

X X X X V

Access
control

X X X X V

Signature
conversion

V V V V V

No
conversion cost

X V V V V

Proof of
Confidentiality

V X X V V

Proof of
Unforgeability

X V X V V

crucial benefits to the application of computer forensics.
Without the help of signer, the designated recipient is
capable of solely revealing the ordinary signature for
public verification. If necessary, a senior manager with
higher security clearance can take over the ciphertext
intended for his subordinates. We also demonstrate that
the proposed scheme achieves the security requirement of
confidentiality against indistinguishability under adaptive
chosen-ciphertext attacks (IND-CCA2) and that of
unforgeability against existential forgery under adaptive
chosen-message attacks (EF-CMA) in the random oracle
model. Compared with previous related works, ours not
only provides better functionalities, but also has provable
security.
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